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(57) ABSTRACT 

Combinations, called matrices With memories, of matrix 
materials With remotely addressable or remotely program 
mable recording devices that contain at least one data storage 
unit are provided. The matrix materials are those that are used 
in as supports in solid phase chemical and biochemical syn 
theses, immunoassays and hybridization reactions. The 
matrix materials may additionally include ?uophors or other 
luminescent moieties to produce luminescing matrices With 
memories. The data storage units are non-volatile antifuse 
memories or volatile memories, such as EEPROMS, 
DRAMS or ?ash memory. By virtue of this combination, 
molecules and biological particles, such as phage and viral 
particles and cells, that are in proximity or in physical contact 
With the matrix combination can be labeled by programming 
the memory With identifying information and can be identi 
?ed by retrieving the stored information. Combinations of 
matrix materials, memories, and linked molecules and bio 
logical materials are also provided. The combinations have a 
multiplicity of applications, including combinatorial chem 
istry, isolation and puri?cation of target macromolecules, 
capture and detection of macromolecules for analytical pur 
poses, selective removal of contaminants, enzymatic cataly 
sis, cell sorting, drug delivery, chemical modi?cation and 
other uses. Methods for electronically tagging molecules, 
biological particles and matrix support materials, immunoas 
says, receptor binding assays, scintillation proximity assays, 
non-radioactive proximity assays, and other methods are also 
provided. 
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ENCODED SOLID SUPPORTS FOR BIOLOGICAL 
PROCESSING AND ASSAYS USING SAME 

RELATED APPLICATIONS 

[0001] For US. national purposes, this application is a con 
tinuation-in-part of US. application Ser. No. 08/DKT302B, 
?led Apr. 2, 1996, entitled REMOTELY PROGRAM 
MABLE MATRICES WITH MEMORIES AND USES 
THEREOF”, by Michael P. Nova, Andrew E. Senyei, Zahra 
Parandoosh and Gary S. David, Which application is a con 
tinuation-in-part of US. application Ser. No. 08/567,746, 
?led Dec. 5, 1995, entitled REMOTELY PROGRAM 
MABLE MATRICES WITH MEMORIES AND USES 
THEREOF”, by Michael P. Nova, AndreW E. Senyei, Zahra 
Parandoosh and Gary S. David, Which application is a con 
tinuation-in-part of US. application Ser. No. 08/538,387, 
?led Oct. 3, 1995, entitled “REMOTELY PROGRAM 
MABLE MATRICES WITH MEMORIES”, Michael P. 
Nova, AndreW E. Senyei, and Gary S. David, Which in turn is 
a continuation-in-part of US. application Ser. Nos. 08/480, 
147, 08/484,486, 08/484,504, 08/480,196 and 08/473,660, 
each ?led Jun. 7, 1995, and each entitled, “REMOTELY 
PROGRAMMABLE MATRICES WITH MEMORIES”. 

[0002] This application is also a continuation-in-part of 
US. application Ser. No. 08/ 538,387, and a continuation-in 
part ofeach ofU.S. application Ser. Nos. 08/480,147, 08/484, 
486, 08/484,504, 08/480,196, 08/473,660, and 08/428,662, 
?led Apr. 25, 1995, by Michael P. Nova and AndreW E. 
Senyei, entitled, “REMOTELY PROGRAMMABLE 
MATRICES WITH MEMORIES”. Each of US. application 
Ser. Nos. 08/dkt302, 08/567,746, 08/538,387, 08/480,147, 
08/484,486, 08/484,504, 08/480,196 and 08/473,660 is a con 
tinuation-in-part of US. application Ser. No. 08/428,662. 

[0003] The subject matter of each of US. application Ser. 
Nos. 08/DKT302B, 08/567,746, 08/538,387, 08/480,147, 
08/484,486, 08/484,504, 08/480,196, 08/473,660 and 
08/428,662 is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety. 
The subject matter of each of US. application Ser. Nos. 
08/379,923 and 08/322,644 also is incorporated herein its 
entirety. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0004] The present invention relates to the application of 
data storage technology to molecular tracking and identi?ca 
tion and to biological, chemical, immunological and bio 
chemical assays. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0005] Drug discovery relies on the ability to identify com 
pounds that interact With a selected target, such as cells, an 
antibody, receptor, enZyme, transcription factor or the like. 
Traditional drug discovery relied on collections or “libraries” 
obtained from proprietary databases of compounds accumu 
lated over many years, natural products, fermentation broths, 
and rational drug design. Recent advances in molecular biol 
ogy, chemistry and automation have resulted in the develop 
ment of rapid, High throughput screening (HTS) protocols to 
screen these collection. In connection With HTS, methods for 
generating molecular diversity and for detecting, identifying 
and quantifying biological or chemical material have been 
developed. These advances have been facilitated by funda 
mental developments in chemistry, including the develop 
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ment of highly sensitive analytical methods, solid state 
chemical synthesis, and sensitive and speci?c biological 
assay systems. 

[0006] Analyses of biological interactions and chemical 
reactions, hoWever, require the use of labels or tags to track 
and identify the results of such analyses. Typically biological 
reactions, such as binding, catalytic, hybridiZation and sig 
naling reactions, are monitored by labels, such as radioactive, 
?uorescent, photoabsorptive, luminescent and other such 
labels, or by direct or indirect enZyme labels. Chemical reac 
tions are also monitored by direct or indirect means, such as 
by linking the reactions to a second reaction in Which a 
colored, ?uorescent, chemiluminescent or other such product 
results. These analytical methods, hoWever, are often time 
consuming, tedious and, When practiced in vivo, invasive. In 
addition, each reaction is typically measured individually, in 
a separate assay. There is, thus, a need to develop alternative 
and convenient methods for tracking and identifying analytes 
in biological interactions and the reactants and products of 
chemical reactions. 

[0007] Combinatorial Libraries 

[0008] The provision and maintenance of compounds to 
support HTS have become critical. NeW and innovative meth 
ods for the lead generation and lead optimiZation have 
emerged to address this need for diversity. Among these 
methods is combinatorial chemistry, Which has become a 
poWerful tool in drug discovery and materials science. Meth 
ods and strategies for generating diverse libraries, primarily 
peptide- and nucleotide-based oligomer libraries, have been 
developed using molecular biology methods and/or simulta 
neous chemical synthesis methodologies [see, e.g., DoWer et 
al. (1991) Annu. Rep. Med. Chem. 261271-280; Fodor et al. 
(1991) Science 2511767-773; Jung et al. (1992) Angew. 
Chem. Ind. Ed. Engl. 31:367-383; Zuckerman et al. (1992) 
Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 89:4505-4509; Scott et al. (1990) 
Science 249:386-390; Devlin et al. (1990) Science 2491404 
406; CWirla et al. (1990)Pr0c. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 87:6378 
6382; and Gallop et al. (1994) .1. Medicinal Chemistry 
37: 1233-1251]. The resulting combinatorial libraries poten 
tially contain millions of pharmaceutically relevant com 
pounds and that can be screened to identify compounds that 
exhibit a selected activity. 

[0009] The libraries fall into roughly three categories: 
?lsion-protein-displayed peptide libraries in Which random 
peptides or proteins are presented on the surface of phage 
particles or proteins expressed from plasmids; support-bound 
synthetic chemical libraries in Which individual compounds 
or mixtures of compounds are presented on insoluble matri 
ces, such as resin beads [see, e.g., Lam et al. (1991) Nature 
354:82-84] and cotton supports [see, e.g., Eichler etal. (1993) 
Biochemistry 32:11035-11041]; and methods in Which the 
compounds are used in solution [see, e.g., Houghten et al. 
(1991) Nature 354:84-86, Houghten et al. (1992) BioTech 
niques 313:412-421; and Scott et al. (1994) Curr. Opin. Bio 
technol. 5:40-48]. There are numerous examples of synthetic 
peptide and oligonucleotide combinatorial libraries. The 
present direction in this area is to produce combinatorial 
libraries that contain non-peptidic small organic molecules. 
Such libraries are based on either a basis set of monomers that 
can be combined to form mixtures of diverse organic mol 
ecules or that can be combined to form a library based upon a 
selected pharrnacophore monomer. 
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[0010] There are three critical aspects in any combinatorial 
library: (i) the chemical units of Which the library is com 
posed; (ii) generation and categorization of the library, and 
(iii) identi?cation of library members that interact With the 
target of interest, and tracking intermediary synthesis prod 
ucts and the multitude of molecules in a single vessel. 

[0011] The generation of such libraries often relies on the 
use of solid phase synthesis methods, as Well as solution 
phase methods, to produce collections containing tens of 
millions of compounds that can be screened in diagnostically 
or pharmacologically relevant in vitro assay systems. In gen 
erating large numbers of diverse molecules by stepWise syn 
thesis, the resulting library is a complex mixture in Which a 
particular compound is present at very loW concentrations, so 
that it is di?icult or impossible to determine its chemical 
structure. Various methods exist for ordered synthesis by 
sequential addition of particular moieties, or by identifying 
molecules based on spacial positioning on a chip. These 
methods are cumbersome and ultimately impossible to apply 
to highly diverse and large libraries. Identi?cation of library 
members that interact With a target of interest, and tracking 
intermediary synthesis products and the multitude of mol 
ecules in a single vessel is also a problem. 

High Throughput Screening 

[0012] In addition, exploitation of this diversity requires 
development of methods for rapidly screening compounds. 
Advances in instrumentation, molecular biology and protein 
chemistry and the adaptation of biochemical activity screens 
into microplate formats, has made it possible to screen of 
large numbers of compounds. Also, because compound 
screening has been successful in areas of signi?cance for the 
pharmaceutical industry, high throughput screening (HTS) 
protocols have assumed importance. Presently, there are hun 
dreds of HTS systems operating throughout the World, Which 
are used, not only for compound screening for drug discovery, 
but also for immunoassays, cell-based assays and receptor 
binding assays. 

[0013] An essential element of high throughput screening 
for drug discovery process and areas in Which molecules are 
identi?ed and tracked, is the ability to extract the information 
made available during synthesis and screening of a library, 
identi?cation of the active components of intermediary struc 
tures, and the reactants and products of assays. While there 
are several techniques for identi?cation of intermediary prod 
ucts and ?nal products, nanosequencing protocols that pro 
vide exact structures are only applicable on mass to naturally 
occurring linear oligomers such as peptides and amino acids. 
Mass spectrographic [MS] analysis is suf?ciently sensitive to 
determine the exact mass and fragmentation patterns of indi 
vidual synthesis steps, but complex analytical mass spectro 
graphic strategies are not readily automated nor conveniently 
performed. Also, mass spectrographic analysis provides at 
best simple connectivity information, but no stereoisomeric 
information, and generally cannot discriminate among iso 
meric monomers. Another problem With mass spectro graphic 
analysis is that it requires pure compounds; structural deter 
minations on complex mixtures is either dif?cult or impos 
sible. Finally, mass spectrographic analysis is tedious and 
time consuming. Thus, although there are a multitude of 
solutions to the generation of libraries and to screening pro 
tocols, there are no ideal solutions to the problems of identi 
?cation, tracking and categorization. 
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[0014] These problems arise in any screening or analytical 
process in Which large numbers of molecules or biological 
entities are screened. In any system, once a desired mol 
ecule(s) has been isolated, it must be identi?ed. Simple means 
for identi?cation do not exist. Because of the problems inher 
ent in any labeling procedure, it Would be desirable to have 
alternative means for tracking and quantitating chemical and 
biological reactions during synthesis and/or screening pro 
cesses, and for automating such tracking and quantitating. 

[0015] Therefore, it is an object herein to provide methods 
for identi?cation, tracking and categorization of the compo 
nents of complex mixtures of diverse molecules. It is also an 
object herein to provide products for such identi?cation, 
tracking and categorization and to provide assays, diagnostics 
and screening protocols that use such products. It is of par 
ticular interest herein to provide means to track and identify 
compounds and to perform HTS protocols. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0016] Combinations of matrix materials With program 
mable data storage or recording devices, herein referred to as 
memories, and assays using these combinations are provided. 
These combinations are referred to herein as matrices With 
memories. By virtue of this memory With matrix combina 
tion, molecules, such as antigens, antibodies, ligands, pro 
teins and nucleic acids, and biological particles, such as 
phage and viral particles and cells, that are associated With, 
such as in proximity to or in physical contact With the matrix 
combination, can be electromagnetically tagged by program 
ming the memory With data corresponding to identifying 
information. Programming and reading the memory is 
effected remotely, preferably using electromagnetic radia 
tion, particularly radio frequency or radar. Memories may 
also be remote from the matrix, such as instances in Which the 
memory device is precoded With a mark or identi?er or the 
matrix is encoded With a bar code. The identity [i.e., the mark 
or code] of each device is Written to a memory, Which may be 
a computer or a piece of paper or any recording device, and 
information associated With each matrix is stored in the 
remote memory and linked to the code or other identi?er. 

[0017] The molecules and biological particles that are asso 
ciated With the matrix combination, such as in proximity to or 
in physical contact or With the matrix combination, can be 
identi?ed and the results of the assays determined by retriev 
ing the stored data points from the memories. Querying the 
memory Will identify associated molecules or biological par 
ticles that have reacted. 

[0018] In certain embodiments of the matrices With memo 
ries, reactions, assays and other events or external parameters, 
such as temperature and/or pH, can be monitored because 
occurrence of a reaction or an event can be detected and such 
detection sent to the recording device and recorded in the 
memory. 

[0019] The combinations provided herein thus have a mul 
tiplicity of applications, including combinatorial chemistry, 
isolation and puri?cation of target macromolecules, capture 
and detection of macromolecules for analytical purposes, 
high throughput screening, selective removal of contami 
nants, enzymatic catalysis, drug delivery, chemical modi?ca 
tion, information collection and management and other uses. 
These combinations are particularly advantageous for use in 
multianalyte analyses, assays in Which a electromagnetic sig 
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nal is generated by the reactants or products in the assay, for 
use in homogeneous assays, and for use in multiplexed pro 
tocols. 

[0020] In preferred embodiments, these matrix With 
memory combinations contain (i) a miniature recording 
device that includes one or more programmable data storage 
devices [memories] that can be remotely read and in preferred 
embodiments also remotely programmed; and (ii) a matrix, 
such as a particulate support used in chemical syntheses. 

[0021] The matrix materials [matrices] are any materials 
that are routinely used in chemical and biochemical synthesis. 
The matrix materials are typically polymeric materials that 
are compatible With chemical and biological syntheses and 
assays, and include, glasses, silicates, celluloses, polysty 
renes, polysaccharides, polypropylenes, sand, and synthetic 
resins and polymers, including acrylamides, particularly 
cross-linked polymers, cotton, and other such materials. The 
matrices may be in the form of particles or may be continuous 
in design, such as a test tube or microplate, 96 Well or 384 Well 
or higher density formats or other such microplates and 
microtiter plates. The matrices may contain one or a plurality 
of recording devices. For example, each Well or selected Wells 
in the microplate include a memory device in contact there 
With or embedded therein. The plates may further contain 
embedded scintillant or a coating of scintillant [such as Flash 
PlateTM, available from DuPont NEN®, and plates available 
from Packard, Meriden, Conn. Automated robotic protocols 
Will incorporate such plates for automated multiplexing [per 
forming a series of coupled synthetic and processing steps, 
typically, though not necessarily on the same platform, i.e. 
coupling of the chemistry to the biology] including one or 
more of the folloWing, synthesis, preferably accompanied by 
Writing to the linked memories to identify linked compounds, 
screening, including using protocols With matrices With 
memories, and compound identi?cation by querying the 
memories of matrices associated With the selected com 
pounds. 

[0022] The matrices are either particulate of a siZe that is 
roughly about 1 to 20 mm3 [or 1-20 mm in its largest dimen 
sion], preferably about 10 mm3 or smaller, preferably 1 mm3 
or smaller, or a continuous medium, such as a microtiterplate, 
or other multi-Well plate, or plastic or other solid polymeric 
vial or glass vial or catheter-tube [for drug delivery] or such 
container or device conventionally used in chemistry and 
biological syntheses and reactions. In instances in Which the 
matrix is continuous, the data storage device [memory] may 
be placed in, on, or under the matrix medium or may be 
embedded in the material of the matrix. 

[0023] In embodiments herein in Which the matrices With 
memories are used in assays, such as scintillation proximity 
assays [SPA], FP [?uorescence polarization] assays, FET 
[?uorescent energy transfer] assays, FRET [?uorescent reso 
nance energy transfer] assays and HTRF [homogeneous 
time-resolved ?uorescence] assays, the matrices may be 
coated With, embedded With or otherWise combined With or in 
contact With assay material, such as scintillant, ?uophore or 
other ?uorescent label. The resulting combinations are called 
luminescing memories With matrices. When used in SPA 
formats they are referred to as scintillating matrices With 
memories and When used in non-radioactive energy transfer 
formats [such as HTRF] they are referred to as ?uorescing 
memories With matrices. 
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[0024] The recording device is preferably a miniature 
device, typically less than 10-20 mm3 [or 10-20 mm in its 
largest dimension] in siZe, preferably smaller, such as l to 5 
mm, that includes at least one data storage unit that includes 
a remotely programmable and remotely readable, preferably 
non-volatile, memory. This device With remotely program 
mable memory is in proximity to, associated With or in con 
tact With the matrix. In particular, the recording device 
includes a memory device, preferably having memory means, 
preferably non-volatile, for storing a plurality of data points 
and means for receiving a transmitted signal that is received 
by the device and for causing a data point corresponding to 
the data signal to be permanently stored Within the memory 
means; If needed, the recording device further includes a shell 
[coating] that is non-reactive With and impervious to any 
processing steps or solutions in Which the combination of 
matrix With recording device [matrix With memory] is placed, 
and that is transmissive of read or Write signals transmitted to 
the memory. The device may also include at least one support 
matrix disposed on an outer surface of the shell for retaining 
molecules or biological particles. The shell and support 
matrix may be the same. In such instances, the shell must be 
treated or derivatiZed such that molecules, particularly amino 
acids and nucleic acids, can be linked, preferably either elec 
trostatically or covalently, thereto. Thus, a transponder 
enclosed in plastic, must be further treated or coated to render 
it suitable for linkage of the molecule or biological particle. 

[0025] The data storage device or memory is programmed 
With or encoded With information that identi?es molecules or 
biological particles, either by their process of preparation, 
their identity, their batch number, category, physical or 
chemical properties, combinations of any of such informa 
tion, or other such identifying information. The molecules or 
biological particles are in physical contact, direct or indirect, 
or in proximity With the matrix, Which in turn is in physical 
contact or in the proximity of the recording device that con 
tains the data storage memory. The molecule or biological 
particle may also be associated, such that a molecule or bio 
logical particle that had been linked to or in proximity With a 
matrix With memory may be identi?ed [i.e., although the 
matrix particle and biological particle or molecule are not 
linked or in proximity, the identify of the matrix that had been 
linked to the molecule or particle is knoWn]. Typically, the 
matrix is on the surface of the recording device and the 
molecules and biological particles are in physical contact 
With the matrix material. In certain embodiments, the 
memory device may be linked to or in proximity to more than 
one matrix particle. 

[0026] The data storage device or memory can also be 
programmed by virtue of a reaction in proximity to or in the 
vicinity of the matrix With memory. In particular, the record 
ing devices include memories and also additional compo 
nents that detect occurrence of external events or to monitor 

the status of external parameters, such as EM emissions, 
changes in temperature or pH, ion concentrations and other 
such solution parameters. For example, recording devices 
include memories and also include a photodectector can 
detect the occurrence of ?uorescence or other optical emis 
sion. Coupling this emission With an ampli?er and providing 
a voltage to permit data storage in the matrix With memory 
during the reaction by Way of, for example an RF signal 
transmitted to and received by an antenna/recti?er combina 
tion Within the data storage device or providing voltage suf 
?cient to Write to memory from a battery [see, e.g., U.S. Pat. 




















































































































